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+++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians worldwide (especially the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI's) Worldwide, Against Project Pogo & Project Zyphr that would
result in the "extermination" of tens of millions of awake Americans, That President Trump Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law, Against All Planned Pandemics & Plagues, Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito Populations, Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates, Against The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern border & already on America Soil, Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the 20,000 Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth, For All Christians to wake up and spread the gospel and push back against all their freedoms being taken away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and destruction, Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the plans & wickedness of high level politicians, For President Trump to do the right thing and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them, for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukushima Nuclear Radiation Contamination & Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide, Against the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide, Against Further Vote Rigging, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in America, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and Canada, For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders worldwide & the eradication of the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, Against LGBTQ movement and against the normalization of all child molestation and sexualization of teens, children & babies, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks, For the eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff film sources and businesses, For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade, For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and employees, For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators & all DEW’s (Directed Energy Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false flag events—Against the wickedness being openly promoted by the Democrat party and ALL Democrats running for president—Against the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the dominant streaming content producers—Against the pop culture rock and rap music industry—Against the wicked factions of Modern medicine & the pharmaceutical & vaccine industry—Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism—Every level of government that has by hijacked by wickedness—Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati—Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public schools.
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."

The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
"Communications": companionship, communion

Feedback & Boasting From A Satanist
From: Petthegoat <darkgoat6.1524@>
Subject: Foolish
Message Body: Hello Scotty, Christians like you are trying to Destroy our World, there is no doubt you are the Evil one's. Everything to you is "Morally wrong." You Attack other people's Religions. The New World is coming, and The Dark Goat has arrived! Embrace that your Religion is at its end... Your Virtue and morals to us is like Vomit...The Indulgence of what feels right Is Essentially All that matters Stop telling people how to live their lives, Nobody has to listen to you Or your other Draped Xtiens that Want to strip all our rights Fetishes or our Lustful urges that should be Embraced! Fornication, and other Abominations to you Are Beauty to us...... Temohpab Comment: This name reverse order is Baphomet.

Scott Johnson's Response: My religion will never end!!!! Praise the Lord Jesus Christ!!!! Unfortunately for you unless you humble yourself and get saved (through the Lord Jesus Christ) you are going to end up in the Lake of Fire for eternity with Baphomet, the Antichrist, the False Prophet and all their minions and followers.: Rev 20:10 And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever. Rev 20:15 And whosoever was not
found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire. Repent while there is still time!!
13. We are not taking matters into our own hands but rather expressing trust in the God who “works righteousness and justice for all who are oppressed” (Ps. 103:6).

14. It must be understood that our prayers for Jesus' return imply “the Lord Jesus is revealed from heaven with his mighty angels in flaming fire, inflicting vengeance on those who do not know God and on those who do not obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus. They will suffer the punishment of eternal destruction, away from the presence of the Lord and from the glory of his might” (2 Thes. 1:7–9), which will result in “blood (flowing) from the winepress, as high as a horse’s bridle” (Revelation 14:20).

15. Praying imprecatory psalms may be the way that early Christians had “steadfastness and faith in all your persecutions and in the afflictions that you are enduring” since “God considers it just to repay with affliction those who afflict you” (2 Thessalonians 1:4–6).

16. The Psalms would not be a true mirror of the human soul without portraying our anger and rage. “The Psalms explore the full gamut of human experience from rage to hope.” (Walter Brueggemann, Praying the Psalms, 63).

Some ways to Pray Imprecatory Psalms
1. Pray them against Satan.
2. Pray them against your sinful nature.
3. Pray them against the world systems of corruption and oppression.
4. Pray them against enemies, God’s then yours.

https://praypsalms.org/22-reasons-to-pray-the-cursing-psalms-b4a85ae40aa9

---

**Imprecatory Prayer – Psalm 64 – Gods Judgment on Wickedness – A Christians ‘Door of Hope’**

By Dr. Scott Johnson | August 12, 2007

This is a very important teaching regarding imprecatory prayers and why the judgment of God on wickedness, has always been a Bible believers “Door of Hope”. We will explore many scriptures to validate this but this is not a teaching that is usually ever heard or preached on in the modern day churches of America. If we as Bible believing Christians can get a hold of this Biblical concept, the Lord will be able to work through us (individually and collectively) in a mighty way. Beyond salvation this is one of the most important issues that the modern day Bible believer needs to understand, and hopefully this will be a big encouragement to you as well.

We will also be exploring the various things that can hinder our prayers and what the prerequisites are for the Lord to hear our prayers. I will be giving my personal testimony regarding these issues as well, as the tenets of this teaching have totally changed my life for the better.

This teaching was originally inspired by Pastor John Weaver’s sermon: ‘A Door of Hope’ See link below.

http://tinyurl.com/y9k92ky
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?currSection=sermonsspeaker&sermonID=31507223012
The Coming Blue Beam Deception
Submitted by Dave Hodges on Thursday, September 19, 2019

After attending and participating in the True Legends Branson conference, I have been formulating a new paradigm and there are indeed roadblocks to doing so. I have come to a new understanding of the issue of "alien" contact due to the presentations of Mike Adams and Steve Quayle. However, I cannot shake the understanding of what I already know to be true about the Blue Beam Project which is the implementation of a fake alien invasion designed to put all people under one source of power.

I am not one to publicize dreams and visions, but following the conference, I have had a reoccurring dream, that keeps increasing in scope, which deals with Blue Beam and a sequence of events leading to the subjugation of Earth, which forces the people to rise up.

Before unveiling the dream, please allow me to outline what I absolutely know to be true about Blue Beam.

For decades, NASA has developed space based weapons systems designed to penetrate every aspect of our lives and this plan is labeled as Operation Blue Beam. The Blue Beam Project has four different steps in order to implement a new age religion, along with the roll out of a fake Antichrist at its head. We must remember that the new age religion is the very foundation for the new world government, without which religion the dictatorship of the New World Order is completely impossible.

**Phase 1**

The first step in the NASA Blue Beam Project concerns the breakdown of all archaeological knowledge. We will see more and more fake discoveries of previous alien contact, where these new discoveries will finally explain to all people the error of all fundamental religious doctrines. This new false doctrine will be used to make all nations believe that their religious doctrines have been misguided for centuries. Psychological preparations for that first step have already been implemented with such things as the Star Trek TV series, the 2001 A Space Odyssey film, X Files, Falling Skies, the TV series V and Colony, and movies such as Independence Day, and District 9. All of this constitutes the psychological conditioning designed to promote a paradigm shift designed to get the public to accept an "alien" existence.

**Phase 2**

The second part of this deception is creating 3D holograms, sound and laser projections which will give way to huge holographic images in the skies. As Steve Quayle and I discussed in an interview, a HAARP type technology now exists where entire battlefields can be projected and nobody would be the wiser because, under these circumstances, nobody could distinguish fact from fiction.

**Phase 3**

Nearly a generation ago, Nick Begich demonstrated to the European Parliament how Project HAARP could produce fake voices inside the heads of the members of Parliament in what is known as Voice to Skull technology. Using ELF waves,
HAARP can be directly projected into the brain, causing the brain to receive messages, words, and instructions HAARP can provide a way to wipe out communications over a large area, while keeping the military’s own communications systems working. HAARP can also be used for mind control.

**Phase 4**

Phase 4 culminates with mankind’s shared belief from the Great Deception, that an alien invasion is either under way, or is imminent and the only means of salvation is for a God-like figure (The Antichrist) to step in and "save" humanity. This will mark the beginning of a one-world government and a single Pagan religion like the one being called for by the present Pope. In this final phase of the plan, it will be made clear to the people that an alien invasion is imminent and the consolidation of government, religion, military and economic institutions will be “needed” for mankind to survive. Therefore, I believe that the Pope's conference on combining religions is preparatory for this event.


---

**Christians Not Wanted--'We'll turn them back': Donald Trump’s immigration czar**

Ken Cuccinelli says there’s an absolute limit to how many persecuted Christians can come into the U.S. and bristles at 'alleged question' about it

By [David Martosko](https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7512945/Well-turn-Cuccinelli-cites-absolute-limit-persecuted-Christs-entering-U-S.html), U.s. Political Editor For [Dailymail.com](https://www.dailymail.co.uk)

27 September 2019 | [Donald Trump's immigration czar](https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7512945/Well-turn-Cuccinelli-cites-absolute-limit-persecuted-Christs-entering-U-S.html) said Friday that persecuted Christians are only welcome in the United States if their numbers aren't more than a strict cap set this week on refugees.

Ken Cuccinelli, the acting director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, also said that if desperate religious refugees try to enter the country and make asylum claims – a separate process from refugee application – his agency will 'absolutely not' let them in.

'We'll turn them back,' Cuccinelli told DailyMail.com during a brief exchange with reporters on the White House’s north driveway.

Ken Cuccinelli, Acting Director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, told DailyMail.com on Friday that only 5,000 persecuted Christians and other victims of religious oppression will only be allowed into the U.S. next year as refugees, and his agency would turn back others who claim asylum at the border.

_Demonstrators in London protested in 2014 against persecution of Christians in Iraq, demanding a safe haven to save them from ISIS genocide._


---

**Open Curtain Call California By Government Officials To See Who Will Step Up to the Plate and Kill As Many White People As Possible**
Warning About Crypto Currency
Play from 11:47 to 18:46: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/091619.mp3

Macaulay Culkin EXPOSES the "Red Shoe Men"
Play to 10:58: https://youtu.be/9Zx3OaK4Mf0

New York City Law Allows Fines Up To $250,000 For Saying ‘Illegal Alien’
Comments  September 29, 2019-- New York City may fine individuals up to $250,000 if they use the term “illegal alien” in a supposedly derogatory way, according to an announcement from the city’s Commission on Human Rights this week.

New York City has made it illegal to threaten to call ICE based on a discriminatory motive or to tell someone “go back to your country.” Hate has no place here. pic.twitter.com/8PaIozjQty
— City of New York (@nycgov) September 26, 2019

Democratic Mayor Bill De Blasio promotes the new policy on Twitter and warned others that they will face “consequences” for insulting illegal immigrants.

“If you want to come into the ultimate city of immigrants and try to spread hate, you WILL face the consequences,” De Blasio said.

“I’ve dedicated my career fighting to prevent the deportation of immigrants, and this scares me. The unconstitutional criminalization and restriction of unpopular speech is something that should scare us all.” https://t.co/wrff3VZIoB
— Matthew Kolken (@mkolken) September 29, 2019

“‘Illegal alien’ remains the most technically, legal, and historically precise term to describe a non-citizen in the country without permission/documentation, but sure let’s go ahead and make its use verboten. What could possibly go wrong?” Daily Wire Editor Josh Hammer said.

Others went off on the new law as well:
How is this even remotely constitutional https://t.co/xLS9xpazOB
— Jeremy Frankel (@FrankelJeremy) September 29, 2019

When did the Gestapo take over @NYC ? https://t.co/VrXFORYLWR
— Tony Shaffer (@T_S_P_O_O_K_Y) September 29, 2019

De Blasio is making it “illegal” to use words that he doesn’t like https://t.co/bQesWF25Lb
— Jordan Schachtel (@JordanSchachtel) September 29, 2019

Please explain to me how New York expects to determine someone’s motive? Has De Blasie perfected mind-reading? https://t.co/MEiqXITuSv
— Cabot Phillips (@cabot_phillips) September 29, 2019

Watch Autistic Eco Fascist Greta Thunberg Channel Hitler In Hate-Filled Rant
Play to 6:48: https://banned.video/watch?id=5d89600204b11b00137a9aa8

Related:
EXPOSED: GRETA THUNBERG’S “COACH” A SOROS, BILL AND MELINDA GATES OPERATIVE
From: Christia

Subject: Greta Thunberg at the U.N. Over Climate Change

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bW3lQ-ke43w Dear bro Scott, Check this video out.... the NWO is pimping their dramatic puppet child Greta at the UN to impose global communism and carbon taxes over all of us.....this is so demonic!

“As for my people, children are their oppressors, and women rule over them. O my people, they which lead thee cause thee to err, and destroy the way of thy paths.” Isaiah 3:12

Church of Sweden to Ring Bells in Celebration of Greta Thunberg, Proclaiming Her Jesus’ Successor

Yesterday, the church bells across Malmö, Sweden’s third-largest city, rang in support for Greta Thunberg and her global climate strike. This was done as a token of support for the ‘Fridays for the Future’ climate movement, where thousands of children, inspired by Greta Thunberg’s example, walk away from school to demand immediate climate action from the powers that be.

“In conjunction with the Global Climate Strike, the church bells ring and we gather for a prayer for the future of the Earth. We pray because we believe that man is responsible for managing and nurturing God’s Creation, so that children are given the opportunity for a future.

“We pray because we know that climate change affects the most vulnerable – the poor, children and women. We pray because we believe in man’s ability to change,” the Church of Sweden Malmö explained on its website.

Sofia Tunebro, a priest at St. Paul’s Church, described the perceived climate change as an “existential crisis” where everyone must be involved and contribute.

In 2018, the Church of Sweden sparked controversy by proclaiming Greta Thunberg, already a national celebrity and media darling, as “Jesus’ Successor”: “Announcement! Jesus of Nazareth has now appointed one of his successors, Greta Thunberg”, the Church of Limhamn tweeted.


Climate ‘Experts’ Are 0-41 with Their Doomsday Predictions

For more than 50 years Climate Alarmists in the scientific community and environmental movement have not gotten even one prediction correct, but they do have a perfect record of getting 41 predictions wrong.

In other words, on at least 41 occasions, these so-called experts have predicted some terrible environmental catastrophe was imminent … and it never happened. And not once — not even once! — have these alarmists had one of their predictions come true.

Think about that… the so-called experts are 0-41 with their predictions, but those of us who are skeptical of “expert” prediction number 42, the one that says that if
we don’t immediately convert to socialism and allow Alexandria Ocasio-Crazy to control and organize our lives, the planet will become uninhabitable. Why would any sane person listen to someone with a 0-41 record? Why would we completely restructure our economy and sacrifice our personal freedom for “experts” who are 0-41, who have never once gotten it right? If you had an investment counselor who steered you wrong 41 times, would you hang in there for number 42? Of course not. You’d fire him after failed prediction two or three.

And if that’s not crazy enough, the latest ploy is to trot out a 16-year-old girl to spread prediction number 42, because it is so much more credible that way.

LIST OF DOOMSDAY PREDICTIONS THE CLIMATE ALARMIST GOT WRONG

Here is the source for numbers 1-27. As you will see, the individual sources are not crackpots, but scientific studies and media reports on “expert” predictions. The sources for numbers 28-41 are linked individually.

1. 1967: Dire Famine Forecast By 1975
3. 1970: Ice Age By 2000
4. 1970: America Subject to Water Rationing By 1974 and Food Rationing By 1980
5. 1971: New Ice Age Coming By 2020 or 2030
6. 1972: New Ice Age By 2070
7. 1974: Space Satellites Show New Ice Age Coming Fast
8. 1974: Another Ice Age?
9. 1974: Ozone Depletion a ‘Great Peril to Life
10. 1976: Scientific Consensus Planet Cooling, Famines imminent
11. 1980: Acid Rain Kills Life In Lakes
12. 1978: No End in Sight to 30-Year Cooling Trend
13. 1988: Regional Droughts (that never happened) in 1990s
14. 1988: Temperatures in DC Will Hit Record Highs
15. 1988: Maldives Islands will Be Underwater by 2018 (they’re not)
16. 1989: Rising Sea Levels will Obliterate Nations if Nothing Done by 2000
17. 1989: New York City’s West Side Highway Underwater by 2019 (it’s not)
18. 2000: Children Won’t Know what Snow Is
19. 2002: Famine In 10 Years If We Don’t Give Up Eating Fish, Meat, and Dairy
20. 2004: Britain will Be Siberia by 2024
21. 2008: Arctic will Be Ice Free by 2018
22. 2008: Climate Genius Al Gore Predicts Ice-Free Arctic by 2013
23. 2009: Climate Genius Prince Charles Says we Have 96 Months to Save World
24. 2009: UK Prime Minister Says 50 Days to ‘Save The Planet From Catastrophe’
26. 2013: Arctic Ice-Free by 2015
27. 2014: Only 500 Days Before ‘Climate Chaos’
28. 1968: Overpopulation Will Spread Worldwide
29. 1970: World Will Use Up All its Natural Resources
30. 1966: Oil Gone in Ten Years
31. 1972: Oil Depleted in 20 Years
32. 1977: Department of Energy Says Oil will Peak in 90s
33. **1980**: Peak Oil in 2000
34. **1996**: Peak Oil in 2020
35. **2002**: Peak Oil in 2010
36. **2006**: Super Hurricanes!
37. **2005**: Manhattan Underwater by 2015
38. **1970**: Urban Citizens Will Require Gas Masks by 1985
39. **1970**: Nitrogen buildup Will Make All Land Unusable
40. **1970**: Decaying Pollution Will Kill all the Fish
41. **1970s**: Killer Bees!

**Related:**
- Over 30,000 scientists say 'Catastrophic Man-Made Global Warming' is a complete hoax and science lie
- Elites Caught in Amazon Wildfire Lie as NASA Confirms 'Average' Fire Season
- Bill Gates Funding Attempt To Stop Climate Change By Dimming The Sun
- Climate change hoax collapses as Michael Mann’s bogus “hockey stick” graph defamation lawsuit dismissed by the Supreme Court of British Columbia
- NASA admits that climate change occurs because of changes in Earth’s solar orbit, and NOT because of SUVs and fossil fuels - NaturalNews.com

New site “OblivionAgenda.com” to reveal accelerated globalist agenda for annihilation of the human race

Monday, September 16, 2019 by: Mike Adams (Natural News) The annihilation of the human race has already begun. Massive depopulation vectors have been unleashed, encompassing abortion (infanticide), the chemical poisoning of the food supply, widespread infertility caused by HPV vaccines, the censorship of all truth about science and medicine, the mass fluoridation of the public water supply, 5G electromagnetic assaults on human neurology and much more.

Just today, a transgender charity demanded that 12 year olds be chemically castrated to prevent any gender expression from developing in their bodies. This is all part of an annihilation agenda that I call the “Oblivion Agenda.”

Beginning today, I’m posting a 10-hour lecture series (with many additional discussion videos) that reveal the true globalist agenda which has already been unleashed. That agenda is rooted in extreme hatred for humanity combined with demonic, anti-God influences that come from the darkest and most destructive realms of the cosmos (to be discussed in great detail on the site).

All the videos are free to watch. Visit the site now at OblivionAgenda.com to see them all (and watch for new videos being posted).

This lecture series, which is strongly rooted in science and scientific explanations, covers:
The terraforming of planet Earth via deliberate pollution of the skies through two programs: SCoPEx (funded by Bill Gates) and Stratospheric Aerosol Injection (SAI).

The planned collapse of all global food webs by dimming the sun and impairing photosynthesis.

How the SCoPEx project would drop lead on all food crops and water sources across the planet, resulting in the mass poisoning of humanity (which is the goal).

How the annihilation of human beings is already under way and being accelerated through both “soft kill” and “hard kill” vectors.

How it’s all being justified as a way to “save the planet” and stop “global warming.”

The promotion of cannibalism by left-wing globalists, insisting that humans will need to eat corpses to save the planet.

How vaccines are engineered to cause infertility, spontaneous abortions and death.

How the food and water supplies are laced with chemicals to interfere with cognition in order to dumb everybody down.

The end goals of terraforming planet Earth, and a detailed reverse engineering of the type of exobiologicals who would be compatible with the terraforming end points. (Hint: It’s not us.)

Watch the introduction episode now at OblivionAgenda.com. Here’s the direct link to episode one:
https://www.brighteon.com/ebe21afb-a26b-451e-b71f-e5534d6b9422

Also, I’ve posted an “after action report” following my return from the True Legends conference. This is worth a listen:
https://www.brighteon.com/1c90e5cf-31db-4b94-965e-bed557c0f39e

Reverse engineering the goals of terraforming / geoengineering / chemtrails: What biologicals are compatible with the end result?
Friday, September 27, 2019 by: Mike Adams (Natural News) It is now indisputable that geoengineering plans are under way to alter Earth’s atmosphere and climate. The Bill Gates funded, Harvard-run “SCoPEx” project is just one of several schemes that plan to deliberately pollute the atmosphere to alter the future of life on Earth. That project has been openly touted by CNBC, while a similar project called Stratospheric Aerosol Infection is being openly advocated by deep state power broker John Brennan.

The stated goals of these programs are, of course, devastating to life on Earth as we know. Those goals include:

- Dimming the sun and reducing the density of solar radiation reaching the surface of the Earth. (In the name of eliminating “global warming,” of course.)

- Cooling and freezing the Earth, making large areas unable to grow grasses, trees or food crops. (Because the climate lunatics claim ice is good, but liquid water is bad.)
• Diminishing photosynthesis, which is the energy source needed by all plants and food crops. (Photosynthesis needs carbon dioxide, water and sunlight.)
• Sharply reducing the oxygen concentration in the atmosphere, since oxygen is the byproduct of photosynthesis. (Oxygen is barely around 20% right now, and will drop sharply once this plan goes into play.)
• Collapsing ocean ecosystems by depriving phytoplankton of the solar energy they need to function as a pillar food source for marine ecosystems. (The marine ecosystem needs sunlight, too.)
• Raining down toxic lead — a common contaminant of the calcium carbonate that will be dumped into the atmosphere — onto all the lands, waterways and oceans of the world. Low-level lead contamination also causes 412,000 deaths a year in America alone, according to The Lancet.
• Shrinking the size of the world’s oceans by freezing the planet, increasing polar ice mass and lowering ocean levels worldwide, destroying habitat for ocean ecosystems. (All in the name of “saving human cities.”)

The obvious effects of these programs will include:
• A collapse of food crops in marginal nations (Third World nations), leading to mass starvation and social unrest. The mass culling of Third World populations is also, of course, being accelerated by global abortion initiatives pushed by the government of Canada and several U.S. Democrat candidates like Bernie Sanders.
• A sharp increase in geopolitical conflict and social unrest worldwide, as the biosphere accelerates toward collapse.
• A mass die-off of human beings around the world, to the tune of billions of people. (This is the highest priority of the project, which is led and funded by depopulation globalists.) Read Depopulation.news to stay informed on this scheme.
• A parallel mass die-off of plant life, aquatic ecosystems, rainforests and grasslands, causing a cascading ripple effect of death and destruction across the entire planet.
• The collapse of oxygen-breathing mammals due to the reduction of oxygen concentrations in the atmosphere (leading to asphyxiation).
• The mass pollution of the world as the chemicals sprayed into the atmosphere fall back to Earth, polluting everything with sulfur dioxide, aluminum compounds, calcium carbonate, lead contamination or anything else sprayed into the skies.

Stated accurately, the goals of geoengineering / terraforming are not compatible with human life on planet Earth. That’s why I call this scheme “Geogenocide.” Its aim is the complete destruction of life on Earth as we know it today. It brings up the obvious question: What forms of biological life are compatible with the end goals of this terraforming effort?


FEMA POISONS RELIEF SUPPLIES IN HOUSTON?
Same media that once deemed chemtrails a conspiracy theory now openly promotes chemtrailing the entire planet to “end climate change”

The mainstream media has made a radical departure away from vehement chemtrail denialism into systematic chemtrail embrace, and the question remains as to why the climate “deep state” has suddenly decided to show its cards. Geoengineering, which was long dubbed a “conspiracy theory” by the narrative gatekeepers, has suddenly become not just a thing, but the thing that will supposedly provide the solution to “climate change” and “global warming.” But is this really the true purpose of chemtrails?

Just as Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, long warned, the geoengineering conspiracy would one day be exposed and make its way into the mainstream, but under false pretenses – and that’s exactly what appears to be happening. Geoengineering is real, they’re now admitting, and it’s for the good of the planet. But the truth is that the chemtrail agenda is a nefarious tool that the “elite” are using as a means of weather control, and thus population control.

While it’s somewhat encouraging to see that what we and others have long warned about is, in fact, turning out to be everything we said it was, the revelation of this to the general public suggests that the globalists are much further along in fulfilling their agenda than many people probably think.

Even as the media admits that geoengineering is real, the claim is that it’s being used to “cool” the planet. All of that barium and aluminum raining down from our skies is somehow a “good” thing, the media insists, even as rates of chronic illness skyrocket.

With the financial help of globalist billionaires and eugenicists like Bill Gates, chemtrails are now being sprayed in pretty much every country around the world, which climate alarmists now say is necessary to “block” the sun from warming the earth.

It’s a ridiculous notion, and one that makes no logical sense in the same way that carbon dioxide (CO2) can’t be a “pollutant,” as the climate lobby claims, at the same time that it functions as a life molecule for sustaining all plant life. But this is what people like Neil deGrasse and Bill Nye claim is true, as does most of the mainstream media.

Bill Gates, it turns out, is actually funding a project known as ScoPEx, run by scientists from Harvard University, that involves intentionally releasing pollution to block out the sun.

As Adams warns, the result of this will be the impairing of photosynthesis in plants and phytoplankton which, combined with the climate lobby’s efforts to eliminate CO2, will mean the total collapse of the world’s food crops, leading to global famine, starvation, and mass death.

“That’s the real goal of the program, of course,” Adams writes. “It’s a ‘mass extinction’ weapon system that’s funded by globalists to annihilate humankind by taking out the food webs that support human life. This is nothing less than the weaponization of the atmosphere to commit genocide on a planetary scale.”
GMO mosquito experiment goes horribly wrong: Insects adapt and overcome, transforming into super “mutant” mosquitoes that could cause mass death across South America

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 by: Mike Adams (Natural News)

Remember the two-year experiment to release genetically modified mosquitoes into the wild to eradicate all the mosquitoes? For years, we were all lectured by scientists and GMO pushers who insisted that genetically modifying male mosquitoes to be infertile would cause the termination of nearly all offspring as females mated with the GMO males. The result, we were told, would be a mass die-off of the mosquito population at large, saving human lives by avoiding the catastrophic effects of mosquito-borne disease.

Science would save us, in other words. And if we didn’t believe the hype, we were labeled “anti-science.”

At first, the experiment seemed to work. For the initial 18 months of the experiment carried out in Brazil — in which 450,000 genetically modified male mosquitoes were released into the wild — mosquito populations plummeted. But then something happened.

As published in the journal Nature, in a study entitled, “Transgenic Mosquitoes Transfer Genes into a Natural Population,” the very same modified genes we were told would never be passed to “in the wild” mosquito populations have, in fact, done exactly that.

Powered by these new genes (and combined with some behavioral adaptation explained below), the mosquito population surged back. Even worse, now the wild populations of mosquitoes in Brazil have these “mutant” genes which were combined from Cuba and Mexican mosquito populations, meaning these new gene-enhanced mosquitoes are now a kind of “super mutant” insect that may be resistant to all sorts of insecticides.

So GMO “science” just created a super mutant mosquito population that could kill millions of people across Brazil and South America.

To summarize the findings of the study, this mad science GMO experiment managed to create a super mutant population of mosquitoes that now carry genes that are potentially tied to enhanced insecticide resistance, making them harder to kill than ever before.

We warned about the risks of mad GMO science... and we got banned from every platform.

In 2012, we published a warning about the risks associated with self-replicating science experiments that are released into the wild. In one article, we wrote, “The human race is gravely threatened by out-of-control science that has already begun to reveal alarming unintended consequences across our planet.” We also wrote: "Humanity has reached a tipping point of developing technology so profound that it can destroy the human race; yet this rise of “science” has in no way been matched by a rise in consciousness or ethics. Today, science operates with total disregard for the future of life on Earth, and it scoffs at the idea of balancing scientific “progress” with caution, ethics or reasonable safeguards. Unbridled experiments like GMOs have unleashed self-replicating genetic pollution that now..."
threatens the integrity of food crops around the world, potentially threatening the global food supply.

Michigan to fight deadly mosquito virus with aerial spraying
Aerial pesticides will be sprayed in Michigan starting Sunday to kill mosquitoes as health officials work to combat the worst outbreak of mosquito-borne Eastern equine encephalitis in the state’s history.

Michigan now has nine confirmed human cases of EEE this year, with three fatalities. Those affected have ranged in age from 14 to 78. In addition, there have been 27 confirmed animal cases – 14 horses, 11 whitetail deer and two Mexican gray wolf pups at a Battle Creek zoo. There is no treatment or cure for EEE, a rare virus spread by mosquitoes that kills 33% of people who are sickened by it. Those who survive severe EEE illness are often left with long-term neurological problems.

The state last sprayed mosquitoes in 1980, though communities have sprayed locally to fight outbreaks of the West Nile virus and to control mosquitoes as a nuisance, Stobierski said.

The aerial spraying program will cover 1,125 square miles over 14 counties at high risk for EEE, mostly in southwestern and mid-Michigan. It is expected to cost between $1.5 million-$1.8 million.
Weather-permitting, spraying will begin at 8 p.m. Sunday in portions of Allegan, Barry, Berrien, Branch, Calhoun, Cass, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Kent, Lapeer, Montcalm, Newaygo, St. Joseph and Van Buren counties.
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